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ABSTRACT: For the construction of Lumiar Station of Lisbon Metro Yellow Line, a 24m-depth excavation
was performed supported by an anchored retaining wall. In this area the shield ttmnel was built before the un
derground station, ~so it was necessary to demolish the tunnel concrete rings. A multi-story building is located
nearby the station and it- could be affected both by the ttmnel construction and by the station excavations. To
study the structural interaction between the tunnel, retaining structure", building and the surrounding ground,
2D and 3D numerical analysis were carried -out, some results being presented in this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION
The Lisbon Metro Yellow Line Extension project
between Campo Grande and Odivelas began in 1999
with the construction of the shield shaft. This en
deavor, currently underway will handle withthe flow
of a large number of passengers - 25.000 during
morning rush hour with an average rate of 56.000
passengers per day.

The Lisbon Metro Yellow Line Extension subway
network is' about 51cm long with 2.7km of ttmnel
bored with EPB shield machine, 2 NATM tunnels, 2
viaducts and 5 stations. Lumiar station (Figure 1)
was constructed by top and down -method. The
dominant feature of- this station is a rectangular box
200m long, 14.5-30m wide and extends 4 stories be
low street level. The lower level destined to the
metro line is located 24m below ground.

The excavations were supported by a retaining
wall anchored at four levels and strutted above.

For planning reasons the shield ttmnel w as con
structed before the excavations for the station, thus it
was necessary to demolish the tunnel ring segments
in this zone. During the works at the station the pro
gressive reduction of the ttmnel covering as well as
its small distance to the retaining structure (that
reaches a minimum distance of 2m at the north front

at the station), led to the conception of a steel rein
forcing system, with the purpose of guaranteeing the
overall structural safety and the completion of all
work inside the timnel. '

The interaction process developed between the
underground structure, the retaining structure, the
nearby buildings and the surrounding ground is ana
lyzed in this paper as regarding the north front of the
station where the distance between the retaining wall
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Figure 1. Plan of Lumiar station

and the tunnel is minimtun and adjacent to the sta
tion is located a reinforced concrete multi-story
building. The studies carried on include 2D`. and 3D
numerical analysis. Before the simulation of the sta
tion constiuction the simulation of the shield tu.nnel

construction was performed, thus allowing to estab
lish the ground stress state before the excavations.

2 GEOLOGICAL  GEOTECHNICAL
CHARACTERIZATION

A survey was carried out with a view to characteriz
ing the soil formations concemed with this expan
sion project. Extensive in situ tests (namely SPT,
vane, pressuremeter and permeability tests) and
laboratory tests (identification, oedometer, uniaxial
compression, simple shear and triaxial tests) were
performed providing a description of the different
geological fonnations encountered (Teixeira Duarte



a) and b), 1998, FCC, 2000). In the area of Lumiar
station a superficial layer of land fill (0-2m thick)
composed mainly of sand and clays (Cl) was identi
fied. This top layer covers alluvial formations with
two distinct levels: atop level (7m thick) composed
by sandy clays, fine to very fine sandy and silty clays
(NSPT 13-29) W ith low plasticity and v ery low p er
meability (C2A), and a bottom level (l.5m thick)
composed by coarse sand and gravel (NSPT 13-29),
with medium to high compactness and variable per
meability (C2B). Finally is the F orno de T Uolo Clay,
Miocene formations o f s tiff c onsistency (NSpT>60);
fine-grained overconsolidated soils with low plastic
ity and very low permeability were mostly foundhere. '

The water level varied between 5-6m bellow the
surface.

3 MONTTORJNG INSTRUMENTATION AND
RESULTS

The shield machine had crossed the north front of
the station in the beginning of 2001. At that time
l370m of tunnel had already been constructed, along
which the c overing h ad v aried from l 4m (near the
shield shaft) to 38m.

To monitor the ground response to the trmnel
construction several monitoring sections Q were in
stalled along the ttmnel length and transverse to the
tunnel axis. Horizontal displacements by means of
inclinometers and vertical strains by means of exten
someters were measured. The surface displacements
were obtained by the reading of surface marks. The
structures located in the zone of the expected settle
ment through were also monitored essentially by to
pographic means. In some tunnel lining sections vi
bration wire strain gauges were installed.
Piezometers were installed to allow determination of
pore water pressure changes due to ttmneling.

The surface settlements between section S48 (km
25+440) and section S 62 (km 2`5+789) (the s tation
zone) induced by the tunnel construction varied be
tween less than lrrnn to 4.5mm, being the most fre
quent values less than lmm; in some cases small
upward movements were obtained, certainly as a re
sult of the earth pressure at. the excavation Hont
and/or the grout injection at the shield tail used to fill
the annular space between the exterior wall of the
tunnel and the excavated surface.

These values as well as the others obtained in the

various monitoring devices were representative of
the small deformation level induced by the tunnel
construction, which is the c onsequence o f the c on
struction technology used as well as the favorable
ground conditions encountered (in this zone the tun
nel is entirely inserted in formation C3 - Forno de
T Uolo Clays-).

To evaluate the structural behaviour of the ex¢a_
vatiorrs an observation system (independent from thg
shield tunnel one) was installed. The monitoring d¢_
vices installed in the north front of the station whgre
a 7-story building with two basement levels is 10_
cated, are shown in Figure 2. These devices include;
extensometers, inclinometers, piezometeres, target
and leveling marks in the buildings and load cells in'anchors. _

When the shield machine crossed the station zone
the downward movement begun as a result of the ex
cavation process; Figure 3 shows the vertical relative
displacements measured in extensometer El where
the deformation induced in the ground at that time is
evident. The leveling marks in the building have reg
istered at that time maximum settlements of about
1.5mm in the marks located closer to the building
and very small movements in the ones further away,
The horizontal displacements where greater; as val
ues between 3mm and 6mm were obtained.
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Figure 2. Monitoring devices at the North &ont of the station
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Figure 3. Readings in extensometer El

4 SHIELD TUNNEL. NUMERICAL
SHWULATION

The shield construction began in the end of year
2000 and ended in September 2001. The excavation
was made by a non articulated shield machine
(LOVAT ME3865E) EPB type (earth p ressure b al
anced shield) (Figure 4). The exterior diameter of the



shield is 9.834m and its length is l0.07m. To fill the
annular void between the extrados of the ttmnel lin

ing and the ground permanent grout injection has
been p erfonned during the m achine w orking cycle.
The tunnel rings arepre-fabricated reinforced con
crete elements with 9.52m external diameter, 0.36m
thickness and 1.2m length.

Figure 4. Shield machine

The ground deformation associated to the con
struction of a shield tunnel depends on many pa
rameters s ome o f them o f v ery difficult quantifica
tion. Bi-dimensional simulations by considering the
concept o fs tress r elease for every step o f the con
struction process enable to approximately evaluate
the ground deformation by the use of corrective co
efficients. However these coefficients can only be
evaluated by back analysis of the measured movements. r

An example of 2D approximation to evaluate the
ground deformation caused by shield tunnel con
struction was presented by Rowe et al. (1983). These
authors proposed a nturrerical empirical procedure
for predicting settlement above tunnels by consider
ing the gap parameter as the maximrun tunnel crown
settlement. If` the invert of the tturnel rests onthe un

derlying soil then the gap parameter is the vertical
distance between the crown of the tunnel lining and
the crown of the excavated surface prior to removal
of the ttmnel tractions. The soil' around the tunnel
boundary is initially allowed to deform lreely into
the excavated area, once the convergence of the soil
reaches a pre-defined value which corresponds to the
so called gap parameter) a ring of lining elements is
activated and full contact between the shield and the
lining support is assumed. In this plain strain analy
sis the construction effects are approximately incor
porated in terms of a void that makes allowance' for
both components of lost grotmd. The gap parameter
was defined as:

GAP=G,+u’3D+w (1)
where U§,_, represents the amount of over excavation
owing to the 3D movements ahead of the tunnel
face, co is the term which takes into account the qual
ity of workmanship and the physical gap denoted by

Gp = 2A + 5 , represents the geometric clearance be
tween the outer skin of the shield and the lining, and
is composed by the thickness of the tail piece A and
the clearance required for erection of the lining 8.
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Figure 5. Simulation of the excavation process

However it is well known that a tunnel' excava
tion process is a complex tri-dimensional problem;
studies on tunnel shield 'induced ground movements
have shown they are strongly influenced by the sev
eral construction _ stages and by TBM driving pa
rameters. The development of efficient tools is nec
essary to correctly simulate soil movements
depending on the construction stages and the TBM
parameters. In last years' numerous 3D numerical
modeling of tunnel "shield construction have been
performed (Dolz, 2000, Dias, 2000). In these cases it
is possible to take into account the inherent tri
dimensional characteristics of the procedure as well
as some relevant aspects of the operation and pro
vide at once a map of the settlement through in front
as well as behind the tunnel face. The numerical
simulation of the excavation process generally in
cludes the following steps in theanalysis to simulate
the whole construction process (Figure 5.):

- _step 1 - excavation of the soil mass and appli
-cation of earth pressure at the front;

- step 2 - passage of the shield machine;
- step 3 - placement of the lining and grout in

j ection;
- step 4 - consolidation of the grout _

5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION

5.1 2D calculations

The tunnel construction before the station excava
tions had changed the ground initial stress state. The
progressive covering reduction in the zone confined
by the retaining walls had induced additional thrusts
in the ttmnel till the segments demolition. For that
reason a steel reinforcing structure was designed for
the tunnel interior to guarantee its structural safety
and the maintenance of works inside the tunnel. To

study the behaviour of the overall structure a plane
strain 2D analysis has been performed with the finite
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Figure 6.Detail of 2D numerical model - third step of station
excavation
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Figure 7. Aspect of the construction of Lumiar station

difference code FLAC 3.40 (1999). The numerical
model represents a domain of 120x56m2, it com
prised quadrilateral elements to represent the grotmd
and beam elements to simulate the top slab, the re
taining walls, the tunnel lining and the building. A
detail of the grid used for the analysis is presented in
Figure 6 in a construction stage corresponding to the
station third excavation level. To simulate all the
construction process a series of calculations were
performed 'including the tunnel construction, 4
excavation steps and 4 loading steps corresponding
to the anchors installation. The soil was modeled
with a linear elastic perfectly plastic constitutive
law. The clay materials obey to Tresca failure crite
rion as, for the time span of the analysis, they behave
in an imdrained fashion. For fill and fomration C2B

the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was adopted in
accordance, The numerical analysis were performed
in terms of total stresses

Table 1. Geotechnical properties of the different geologicfomrations '
Formation E’ C’ K0 V’ mb’ tp 7(MPa) (KPa) _C1 25 5 0.5 0.3 30 ` _
C2B3 120 37 0.4 0.3 20 20
Formation Eu Cu K0 vu `

(MfPa) (KPa)C2A 75 125 0.5 0,49 `C3 150 300 0.8 0.49.
C3 200 600 0.8 0.49

On the basis of the test results as well as the ex
perience acquire from similar works in this kind of
formations the geomechanical properties' shown in
Table 1 were ascribed to the different lithological
complexes for the structural calculation.

The ntunerical- simulation of the building was per
formed by beam elements; the horizontal 'elements
represent slabs and the vertical -ones represent pil
lars, with 0.8m2/m and 0.5m2/m section, ‘respe¢_
tively. The self-Weight of the structure was consid
ered as well as surcharge loads of SKN/m2 to the
basement levels and 3.5KN/m2 to the other levels.
-The anchorages were considered as .600KN point
loads applied at several -levels in the retaining wall.
The tunnel lining, the retaining Wall and the steel re
inforcement inside the tunnel were considered to
have a linear elastic behaviour, the mechanicalpa
rameters ascribed fwere, respectively, -E=20GPa,
v=0.3, E=30GPa,- v=0.3 and E=2‘10GPa, v=0.25.'

To account for the defonnation and stress state_¢al~
teration imposed by the 'tunnel construction a meth
odology similar to the one proposedin section 4 was
adopted. Thus, taking into accomrt readings obtained
in extensometers in thatzone (either-belongingto the
tunnel observation system' either to the. Station -exca
vation_ system) the loads in thetunnel-wall resulting
from the tunnel excavation were gradually released
until the vertical displacements in the crown reached
a value of Smm. This way the ground loss whether
through the face or radial encroachment over and
around or behind the shield were taken into account.

At the instant the crown vertical displacement
reached the prescribed value, that occurred -when
there was a release of 20% of the initial stress state,
the timnel lining was activated.

5.2 3D calculations

A 3D numerical model was also performed to
study the Ltuniar s tation structural b ehaviour using
code FLAC3D 2.0 (1999). The mesh presented in
Figure 8 encloses a 140><362m2 domain in the direc
tion transversal to the tunnel axis and 120m along
ttmnel axis direction. The numerical model com
prises 22.700 elements.

ln this analysis the shield turmel construction
process was simulated according to the steps referred
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grid used for numerical analysis

in 4,. changing the material properties to the corre
sponding zones simulates the excavation and tunnel
construction step by step. Each construction step _in
cluded several activities namely; ground excavation,
application of stresses at the Hont, passage of the
steel shield, ring placement, ' grout injection and
grout consolidation. Theshield, advance _was per
formed by changing the properties of the ground to
steel properties. The construction process is repeated
until a stationary state (i.e. until the surface -settle
ments do not changed Home one .step to another),
-which happened 70m from the beginning. As' regards
to the shield construction -parameters a pressure -of
lbar was applied at the front .at tunnel ax-is level with
a 'vertical gradient according to the -sltu'ry density
(y,|u,Ty=llKN/n12). A .pressure of 2bar was_applied to
the grouting used to fill the annular voidbetween he
linig -and the ground. A linear elastic behaviour was
iassumed for the grouting; _its t mechanic properties
were E=5l\/[Pa, v=O.49, and E=l0GPa, v=0.3, for the
liquid state and after consolidation, respectively.

After the shield tunnel construction the station ex
cavations took place. The station excavations were
performed in 10m steps in width, down to depths of
0-9m, 9-l4m, 1_4-17m and 17-24m, alternately. As
the plane strain analysis the 3D analysis was a short
analysis in total stresses (undrained).

The different materials involved in this analysis
were considered with the same mechanical proper
ties as the previous analysis, except for the building,
whose stiffness was not considered instead just a
surface load of 40KN/m2 was in its place. The re
taining wall was modeled by shell elements with the
geometry and mechanical properties previously re
ferred.
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Figure 9. Settlements during .the outcome of the construction
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6 RESULTS AND FINAL REMARKS

Some results of the numerical analysis performedare
presented in this section. 'ln' Figures 9 and; *l0 are
shown the s urface s ettlements and the e volution” .of

the horizontal _displacements ‘With depth near. the:
retaining Wall for -the ~-2D analysis, respectively,
.duringthe outcome of 'theconstruction process. 

In _Figure ll are .shown 'the displacements
obtained in the beam ,elements at -the end ~ of
construction stage (with maximum values of about
7mm in the building and 9mm in the retaining wall).

For the 3D analysis the surface settlement through
after the shield passage is shown in Figure -12. As it
can be noticed by the values obtained, namely the
maximum settlement is very similar the one obtained
for the plane strain analysis. Regarding the
horizontal displacements in the retaining wall,
shown in Figure 13, the values obtained in the
beginning of the station were of 5-lOmm, in the
other zones where the top slab was not introduced'
they were about 2.5cm.
The ntunerical values of the maximum surface
settlements after the tunnel construction were
reduced and of the same order as the ones registered
in the monitoring devices (maximum values in the
order of Zmm). The readings in the inclinometers
when the station excavation reached 24m were of
about 6rnm, however they did not included all the
construction stages (namely the shield passage).

The results obtained in monitoring devices as Well
as the results obtained on both 2D and 3D numerical
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Figure ll. Displacement vectors in beam elements_ ’
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Figure 12. Surface settlement through for the 3D analysis
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Figure 13. Horizontal displacements in shell elements (retain

ing wall)

calculations have revealed small ground deformation
levels. It can be concluded that due to the grounds
favorable geotechnical properties at that Lumiar sta
tion zone as well as the construction technology used
both for the shield tunnel and the station the Works

proceeded in satisfactory structural safety conditions.
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